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Commentary 
Global equity strength continued for a fifth consecutive month (+4.6%) as 
global growth indicators picked up and COVID-19 vaccine developments 
progressed. Whilst some cyclical sectors outperformed, led by Consumer 
Discretionary and Industrials, investors continued to exhibit a preference for 
growth over low multiple – or value – stocks. 
US equities outperformed (+5.9%) as the Fed confirmed monetary policy will 
remain supportive post a shift to an average inflation target. The strength in 
US technology giants continued unabated as investors increasingly view the 
tech sector as a COVID-19 haven, despite lofty valuations. Negotiations on a 
new COVID-19 relief bill stalled in Washington. Japanese equities led 
(+6.1%), quickly regaining the ground lost at the end of July. Towards the end 
of the month, Prime minister Shinzo Abe announced his resignation due to a 
long-standing health problem. 
Europe underperformed (+2.6%) given its lack of technology exposure. 
COVID-19 cases worsened with France and Spain entering a second wave 
and new travel restrictions were established across the continent. 
Elsewhere, global bond yields rose from record low levels as risk appetite 
improved. Gold halted a five month winning streak. Brent Crude rallied amid 
the threat of tropical activity in the US Gulf Coast interrupting supply. 
 

Key contributors to performance included:  

• Consumer Cyclicals Developed Markets cluster notably ING which  

reported a strong result with flat earnings and provisions expected to fall 
in 2H20. Excess capital places ING in a good position to pay dividends 
in 2021, valuing the stock on a 10% yield. 

• Industrials cluster including Volkswagen and Siemens as the market 
become more constructive around reopening. Siemens reported another 
strong result driven by Digital Industries (automation, including hardware 
and software), where profitability rose thanks to software sales. 
Pleasingly, orders and market share also rose. 

• Online Services in Developed and Emerging Markets including 
Facebook and Alibaba, as Facebook continues to announce new 
product initiatives and Alibaba announced its intention to separately list 
Ant Group, which operates AliPay.  

Key detractors to performance included:  

• Connectivity/Compute cluster including Samsung Electronics, TSMC 
and MediaTek following escalation in US-China tech tensions, 
preventing Huawei accessing chips designed/manufactured using US 
equipment, after a period of outperformance. MediaTek is temporarily 
affected, though we expect the three players can emerge from this 
transition with secular trends intact 

• Newcrest as the gold price tapered, and following a period of 
outperformance. 

Net performance (%) 

Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance Returns 
are quoted in NZD and net of applicable fees, costs and taxes 

 

Total exposure1 (%) 

1 All exposures contained within this report are with respect to the weight of 
the underlying holdings 

 

Top 10 equity longs (%) 

 

 

 

Fund facts 

 

 

 

Sector exposure2 (%) 

 
2 Antipodes classification
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Asset allocation3 

 
3 Call (put) options represented as the current option value (delta adjusted 

exposure) 

 

Currency exposure3,4 (%) 

 

 
4 Where possible, regions, countries and currencies classified on a look through 

basis 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Investment Manager 

• Global pragmatic value manager, long only and long-short 

• Structured to reinforce alignment between investors and the 

investment team 

• We attempt to take advantage of the market's tendency for irrational 

extrapolation, identify investments that offer a high margin of safety 

and build portfolios with a capital preservation focus 

 Regional exposure2,3,4 (%) 

 

 

Market cap exposure3 (%) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fund features 

• Objective to achieve absolute returns in excess of the benchmark 

over the investment cycle (typically 3-5 years)  

• In the absence of finding individual securities that meet minimum 

risk-return criteria, cash may be held to maximum 25% 

• Flexibility to hedge for risk management purposes: 

▪ Currency exposure of the underlying stock position (net short 

currency position not permitted) 

▪ Equity market exposure via exchange traded derivatives (limited 

to 10% of NAV) 

• Leverage not permitted 
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 Fund overview 

Unit Class Units NZD (Accumulating) 

Bloomberg ticker ANGLNZU:NZ 

Currency NZD 

Dealing frequency Daily each NZ business day (T settlement) 

Dealing deadline 11:00am (NZST) on T 

Minimum initial amount $25,000 

Minimum subsequent investments $5,000 

Investment management fee4 1.25% 

Performance fee5 15% 

Buy / sell spread6 0.075% 

Distribution policy Accumulating 

Status Open 

Inception date 25 July 2018 

Registered in  New Zealand 

4 As a percentage of the net asset value of the Fund per annum (Fee rate includes GST). 5 The Performance Fee will be calculated daily in respect of a semi-annual 

performance period ending on 30 June and 31 December each year (or the immediately preceding Business Day if not a Business Day) (each a Performance 

Period). The performance fee above has a ‘high water mark’. This means it is calculated on a cumulative basis relative to the Benchmark Index so that any 

performance under the Benchmark Index in a particular period must first be recovered in following periods before performance fees are paid. 6 When you enter or 

leave a Fund, any buy or sell spreads applicable at that time will be a cost to you. The buy spread is added to the Unit price on entry to the Fund, and the sell spread is  

deducted from the Unit price on exit from the Fund. The buy/sell spreads belong to the Fund and the purpose of buy/sell spreads is to make sure that any transaction 

costs incurred as a result of an investor entering or leaving the Fund are borne by that investor, and not by other investors in the Fund. There is no GST charged on 

buy/sell spreads.  

For further information regarding the Antipodes Global Fund – Long (PIE), please refer to the Product Disclosure Statement (PDS). The PDS is available from 

www.iisolutions.co.nz/library or www.antipodespartners.com.  

 

 

Further information 

   0800 491 470 

   invest@antipodespartners.com 

Disclaimer 

THIS FUND FACT SHEET PERTAINS TO THE FOLLOWING: 

Antipodes Global Fund – Long (PIE) (the “Fund”)  

____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

This Fact Sheet is provided by Antipodes Partners Limited (Antipodes) in good faith and is designed as a summary to accompany the Product 
Disclosure Statement for the Antipodes Investment Funds (Funds). The Product Disclosure Statement is available from Antipodes, or the issuer 
Implemented Investment Solutions Limited (IIS) on www.iisolutions.co.nz/library, and on https://disclose-register.companiesoffice.govt.nz/. The 
information contained in this Fact Sheet is not an offer of units in the Funds or a proposal or an invitation to make an offer to sell, or a recommendation 
to subscribe for or purchase, any units in the Funds. If you are making an investment directly then you will be required to complete the application 
form, which can be obtained from the Manager, IIS. The information and any opinions in this Fact Sheet are based on sources that Antipodes 
believes are reliable and accurate. Antipodes, its directors, officers and employees make no representations or warranties of any kind as to the 
accuracy or completeness of the information contained in this fact sheet and disclaim liability for any loss, damage, cost or expense that may arise 
from any reliance on the information or any opinions, conclusions or recommendations contained in it, whether that loss or damage is caused by 
any fault or negligence on the part of Antipodes, or otherwise, except for any statutory liability which cannot be excluded. All opinions reflect 
Antipodes’ judgment on the date of this Fact Sheet and are subject to change without notice. This disclaimer extends to IIS, and any entity that may 
distribute this publication. The information in this Report/Presentation is not intended to be financial advice for the purposes of the Financial Advisers 
Act 2008 or the Financial Markets Conduct Act 2013. In particular, in preparing this document, Antipodes did not take into account the investment 
objectives, financial situation and particular needs of any particular person. Professional investment advice from an appropriately qualified adviser 
should be taken before making any investment. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future performance, unit prices may go down as 
well as up and an investor in the fund may not recover the full amount the capital that they invest. No part of this document may be reproduced 
without the permission of Antipodes or IIS. IIS is the issuer and manager of the Funds. Antipodes is in the investment manager of the Funds. Options 
exposure represents the market downside. For put options (typically used to limit potential downside) delta-adjusted exposure is used and for call 
options (typically used to capture potential upside) exposure is calculated using the current option value. 
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